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Crystallography:

Description of symmetry

Theory of DiffractionTheory of Diffraction

Structure Determination

Refinement



Too see a world in a grain of sandToo see a world in a grain of sand
And a heaven in a wild flower
Hold infinity in the palm of yourHold infinity in the palm of your 

[hand
And eternity in an hourAnd eternity in an hour.

W. Blake. 
Auguries of Innocence (c 1803)Auguries of Innocence (c. 1803)



The beauty and variety

of biological formsg



Does knowing what
crystals are destroy theircrystals are destroy their
beauty?

Why are crystals beautiful 
and magic?

S f th i th tSome of the issues that 
the book explores.  



An old question: Does scientific 
knowledge destroy the mysteryknowledge destroy the mystery 

of things?g

John Keats  wrote to B. R. Haydon, 
English painter and critic ( about 
Newton):

‘ [..] he destroyed the poetry [..] he destroyed the poetry
of the rainbow by reducing it to 

a prism’a prism



Does Science Destroy Beauty?
Do Science and ‘Culture’ have to 

be enemies?be enemies?

Did Newton destroyed the 
poetr of the rainbo bpoetry of the rainbow by 
reducing it to a prism,

b l i i it?by explaining it? 



Does Science Destroy Beauty?
[…] Do not all charms fly
A h h f ld hil h ?At the mere touch of cold philosophy?
There was an awe full rainbow once in heaven:
We know her woof, her texture; she is given 
In the dull catalogue of common things.
Philosophy will clip and Angel’s wings,
Conquer all mysteries by rule and line,q y y ,
Empty the haunted air, and gnoméd mine-
Unweave a rainbow…. […]Unweave a rainbow…. […]

John Keats excerpt from ’Lamia’ (1820) 



When I heard the Learn’d AstronomerWhen I heard the Learn d Astronomer 
When I heard the learn’d astronomer,
When the proofs,the figures were ranged in columns p g g

[before me,
When I was shown the charts and diagrams, to add

[di id d h[divide, and measure them,
When I sitting heard the astronomer where he lectured

[with much applause in the lecture room[with much applause in the lecture-room,
How soon unaccountable I became tired and sick,
Till rising and gliding out I wonder’d off by msyelf,g g g y y ,
In the mystical  moist night-air, and from time to time
Look’d up in perfect silence at the stars

Walt Whitman (1818-1892)



Flotta Fare
How many Flotta generationsHow many Flotta generations

Measure winter
By peat-fire and crusie-lamp?y p p
The sun
Had stored the hill with kindling,
The moon had drawn the legion  

[fish          
To dapple winter darknessTo dapple winter darkness.

See this tall finger of scienceSee this tall finger of science
Scratch the stars out!

[…][…] 
George Mackey Brown (1921-1996)
Orkney Islands, Scotland



Crystallography, the branch oscience 
that studies crystals, is probably the 
best bridge between the Sciences andbest bridge between the Sciences and 

the Arts (Culture).

So, understanding 
crystallography may help to 
answer those questionsanswer those questions. 



What is the ‘Magic’ of Crystals?



Crystal models cut by Pasteur in chalk
Crystals are fascinatingCrystals are fascinating
objects possessing
amazing regularities

(Institute Pasteur ca. 1860)



Why are protein crystals special?
Small:  1-2 mm at most, typically 20-200 microns. 

Fragile: delicate, easily destroyed.

Contain a sizeable percentage of solvent/water (40-60%)Contain a sizeable percentage of solvent/water (40-60%)
surrounding the protein, keeping protein in native-like state.

O i i iOrder disappears upon drying: need to be kept under moist 
Conditions (Hodgkin and Bernal, 1934 exp. Beginning of Pxtal).

Very sensitive to radiation damage upon X-ray exposure.

Allow diffusion in/out of protein and lattice of ions/cations/smallAllow diffusion in/out of protein and lattice of ions/cations/small
molecules (ligands).  Critical for Struc. Based Drug Design.



Can crystals
Cry?Cry?



Crystal
Column of liquid to keep crystal moist

Wax 
seal

Crystal

frozen crystal immersed
in cryo-protectant.



Description of Symmetry
from Greek:

Syn-metron:  in accord with measure
Syn-crony: in accord with time

Long way from the perception of 
symmetry, balance, etc.. in Art to the
mathematical description of symmetry 
using ‘Group Theory’

Invaluable book: Symmetry by H.Weyl.
Princeton Univ Press 1952Princeton Univ. Press. 1952.



Very important distinction:y p

Point group symmetry.g p y y
Example. Platonic solids:

tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, , , ,
dodecahedron, icosahedron. 

Closed, cyclic structures, come back
to exactly the same position in ‘time’y p
and ‘space’ (no shifting).





Symmetry
532







‘Recuerdos de la Alhambra’Recuerdos de la Alhambra  
(Francisco de Tárrega) 

Remembrances of the AlhambraRemembrances of the Alhambra 
does succeed in evoking
in my brain the interior of the 
Alhambra. 



The arabs, including
‘mozarabes’ and
‘mudejares’
were masters
at decorating spacesat decorating spaces
with symmetrical 
drawings.

All 17 plane symmetrical
groups are representedg p p
in the Alhambra. 



Symmetry is a fact of Nature,

playing around  with symmetry

is a fact of Art.  J. Clear
Symmetry in Space and Time



Very important distinction:

Space Symmetry: 
Example. Helices, musical scales,p , ,
space groups.
This is the quinta-essential crystallographicq y g p
symmetry.

Open, unending, infinite, might come back in
one direction (circle) but shifts in the other( )
(helices, musical scales…..)





Simplest example of 2-D crystal



Crystals are made
p of a repeatingup of a repeating

motif  extended 
along the three 
directions of 
space:x, y, z. 

They possess
t l ti ltranslational
symmetryy y
in 3-Directions. 



The Power of X-Rays: Roentgen Rays,
to reveal what is inside hidden!to reveal what is inside, hidden!

http://www.elpais.com/articulo/sociedad/Medio/siglo/primeras/estructu
ras/proteinas/elpepusoc/20100209elpepusoc_10/Tes



Von Laue experiment on crystal 
diff ti (1912) i hit bdiffraction (1912) using white beam
revealed internal symmetry of crystals

View down 3 foldView down 4-fold View down 3 fold

In 1912 it was quickly recognised that symmetry could be seen in the
diffraction pattern by choice of crystal orientation



Schematics of a diffraction Experiment  
with Protein Crystals

Diffraction spots

X-RaysX Rays

Protein 
t l h k l Fcrystal h, k, l;  Fo, σ

Detector surface



Molecular anatomy will be
the foundation of medicine
in the 21st century as wasin the 21 century, as was 
human anatomy five 
centuries earlier […]

In as much as synchrotron 
radiation is the primaryp y
means by which large scale
biological structure 
information will be obtainedinformation will be obtained
in the future, continued 
support is of the utmost
i timportance.

Arthur Kornberg 



Synchrotrons (X-rays coming from) have accelerated SBDD



Diffraction data: Key element of Structure-Based Drug Discovery

Although comp. modeling
methods are also important
for SBDD I contendfor SBDD, I contend
that experimental
3-D structure determination
(from novel or pre-existing
Structures) is at the core
of SBDD





Brief overview of symmetry in Art, Nature and
Crystals (point vs. space  symmetry)y (p p y y)

How can we describe all of this mathematicallyHow can we describe all of this mathematically
to have a theory of Symmetry

that 

we can use to study diffraction?y


